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Introduction
Interest in femtosecond (fs)-pulsed, high-intensity laser facili-
ties continues to grow as evidenced by numerous large laser 
projects, including the Astra Gemini and Vulcan 10PW lasers 
at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, the Scarlet laser at Ohio 
State, the planned construction of the Apollon Laser Facility, 
the Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) project, and the planned 
construction of the Multi-Terawatt Optical Parametric Ampli-
fier Line (MTW-OPAL) laser at the University of Rochester.1–5 

These laser facilities are designed to explore matter interactions 
with ultra-intense laser sources, necessitating the construction 
of high-energy, short-pulse lasers with ever-higher peak powers. 
Optical coatings capable of withstanding such high incident 
laser intensity must be developed and deposited on substrates 
at the beam size of these lasers, making it possible to create 
such laser facilities and achieve the desired laser intensities.

Electron-beam evaporation remains the primary optical 
coating technology for large-scale lasers, such as those used 
for inertial confinement fusion (ICF), although most coatings 
have been used for nanosecond (ns)- and picosecond (ps)-pulse 
durations.6–11 The addition of plasma-ion–assisted deposition 
(PIAD) has also been successfully demonstrated for fabricat-
ing coatings for high-power lasers.12,13 Since these technolo-
gies are readily available and have been proven successful in 
the production of meter-scale, high-laser-damage-threshold 
coatings, plasma-assisted evaporation has been selected for 
this development effort of large-aperture optical coatings for 
15-fs applications.

Coatings for laser systems that must deliver compressed 
pulses of less-than-1-ps duration require more-stringent perfor-
mance criteria than those for longer pulses, based on the wave-
length-dependent group delay (GD), the group-delay dispersion 
(GDD), and higher-order dispersion terms resulting from the 
reflected phase from the coated surface. Spatial variations in 
the reflected phase over the optic aperture are particularly chal-
lenging since such variations cannot generally be compensated 
by other components in the laser system. Optical coatings for 
femtosecond applications require not only a controlled, smooth 

GDD over the required bandwidth to maintain the temporal 
profile of the pulse but also a smooth phase across the optic 
aperture to provide consistent performance over the beam, so 
any coating technology pursued must be able to provide such 
performance over the desired substrate aperture.

This work describes the development of high-laser-damage-
threshold coatings for a 15-fs optical parametric chirped-
pulse–amplification (OPCPA) laser system having a spectral 
bandwidth of 810 to 1010 nm using plasma-ion–assisted 
electron-beam evaporation.5 The high degree of sensitivity of 
controlled-phase coating designs requires that the coating per-
formance be independent of relative humidity, thereby creating 
a need for a densified coating process producing low-porosity 
films. The use of optical coatings with high-peak-power laser 
systems necessitates high laser-damage thresholds, limiting 
potential coating materials and electric-field distributions 
within the coating structure. In addition, spatial control of 
phase-on reflection for the entire bandwidth is critical to pre-
serving pulse length; coating deposition must be quite uniform, 
without high-spatial-frequency changes in the reflected phase of 
the coating. Coating requirements are demonstrated on 10-in. 
substrates, although the deposition process was designed to 
be scalable for use on meter-class laser system components, 
such as those in use at the National Ignition Facility, the Laser 
MégaJoule Facility, the OMEGA EP Laser System, and other 
fusion-class lasers.6–11

Background
The primary challenge when depositing coatings for 

femtosecond pulses is to preserve the compressibility of the 
temporal pulse. The consequence of a 15-fs temporal pulse is 
that its physical length is of the order of the thickness of an 
optical interference coating; in this case, the physical length 
of a 15-fs pulse would be 4.5 nm, or approximately five wave-
lengths of light. Each wavelength in the spectral bandwidth 
has a relative GD when reflecting from a multilayer optical 
coating, corresponding to the time that particular spectral 
region remains in the coating, since the interference effects of 
the coating may occur at different depths in the multilayer for 
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different wavelengths. In the case of a 15-fs pulse, differences in 
the delay will lead to a temporal broadening of the pulse since 
some wavelengths will be reflected from the outer layers of the 
coating while others will be reflected from farther within the 
mirror. Through proper design of the coating, adjustments to 
the delay for different wavelengths may be made, for example, 
by the use of Gires–Tournois interferometer structure(s), result-
ing in coatings with positive, negative, or neutral dispersion.14 
Any significant delays incorporated in the optical coating, how-
ever, are typically the result of resonant cavities, leading to the 
amplification of the electric field intensity and likely resulting 
in a significant reduction in the laser-damage threshold of the 
coating.15–18 By properly selecting the coating materials and 
minimizing the electric-field intensity in the lower-bandgap 
layers, one can achieve significant improvements in the laser-
damage threshold of the coating.15–20

The shape of the wavelength-dependent GDD is also an 
important consideration for pulse compression since low-order 
phase profiles may be able to be compensated by tuning the 
combination of the stretcher and compressor in an OPCPA sys-
tem.21 Furthermore, GDD ripple of one mirror may be reduced 
by using another compensating mirror with the inverse ripple in 
the GDD.22–24 This requires a systems-level approach for opti-
cal coating design since a given GDD magnitude or profile may 
or may not be acceptable, depending on the other components 
in the system, and whether the dispersion is purely additive or 
if there are coatings that cancel accumulated dispersion. Such 
components, if they contain higher electric-field intensities as 
a result of resonant cavities, may be placed in positions of low 
electric-field intensity prior to pulse amplification to offset 
the dispersive properties of coatings in high-fluence regions 
of the system.

A primary challenge for the production of coatings for fem-
tosecond applications remains the deposition of such coatings 
for large-aperture applications, given that most femtosecond 
coatings are produced by ion-beam or magnetron sputter-
ing.16,25–27 Precision deposition for large-area coatings is 
generally performed by electron-beam evaporation as a result 
of the relative ease of scaling the coating process; while some 
femtosecond coatings have been demonstrated using evapora-
tion processes, low-dispersion, high-damage-threshold coatings 
suitable for use in a meter-class laser system have not been 
thoroughly investigated.28,29 To maintain acceptable wavefront 
performance and dispersion characteristics of the coatings, 
thickness uniformity and thin-film stress must be controlled 
over the aperture of interest while limiting film defects that 
may lead to reduced laser-damage thresholds.13,30–32

To meet the spectral bandwidth of a coating, a quarter-wave 
reflector is typically constructed of alternating high- and low-
index materials; the width of the reflector at normal incidence 
is given by

 ,sing n n
n n2 1

H L

H L-
rD = +

- f p  (1)

where Dg is the half-width of the reflector in normalized fre-
quency, nH is the refractive index of the high-index material, 
and nL is the refractive index of the low-index material.33 The 
upper and lower normalized frequency bounds of the reflector 
are then given by

 g g1edge !D=  (2)

with the corresponding wavelengths of the reflector edges 
given by

 .g0edge edgem m=  (3)

Using coating materials suitable for the visible spectrum and 
a center wavelength of 910 nm, the width of a reflector using 
nH = 2.2 and nL = 1.45 is insufficient to maintain high reflec-
tance and low GDD for the spectral extent of a 15-fs pulse. At 
near-normal incidence, the design complexity must become 
much greater by using multiple reflectors or a geometric stack 
in order to achieve the desired bandwidth, leading to greater 
difficulties in obtaining the desired group delay for one spectral 
region relative to another. To achieve the desired bandwidth, 
a larger difference in refractive index (which is not available) 
must be used or the coating must be used in s-polarization at 
oblique incidence since the width of the reflector increases as 
the incidence angle increases. The use of a greater Dn for the 
layers of the reflector coating, where Dn is defined as nH– nL, 
leads to a broader reflectance band for a quarter-wave reflector 
as does the use of s-polarization at higher angles of incidence. 
As shown in Fig. 136.10, the use of a niobia .n 2 20 silicaH =_ i  
(nL = 1.45) reflector provides a significantly broader reflectance 
band than if hafnia (n = 2.05) is used as the high-index material, 
although based on the work of Mangote et al., the expected 
laser-damage resistance is less than half that of hafnia.20,33 

Experiment
An initial series of dielectric coatings were prepared in a 

cryo-pumped, 54-in. coating chamber equipped with quartz 
heater lamps, dual electron-beam guns, multipoint quartz 
crystal monitoring, and planetary substrate rotation. Granular 
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silicon dioxide was evaporated from a continuously rotating 
pan, while niobium, hafnium, silver, copper, and aluminum 
oxide were deposited from a six-pocket electron-beam gun. A 
Thin Film Solutions plasma source was installed in the chamber 
to provide densification and more-complete oxidation of the 
niobium and hafnium. The plasma source was operated with 
a beam voltage of 160 V with a 35-A discharge current for 
deposition of dielectric coatings with an oxygen flow of 55 sccm 
introduced through the process gas ring above the plasma 
source. The plasma source was reduced to a 5-A discharge 
current with no oxygen flow for deposition of metal layers as 
well as the first 15 nm of alumina deposited over the silver to 
minimize oxidation of the silver surface.

To meet the required spectral bandwidth using a traditional 
quarter-wave reflector, different material combinations, angles 
of incidence, and polarizations were evaluated. For an all-
dielectric solution, it was determined that a 45°-incidence, 
s-polarized quarter-wave reflector fabricated with refractive 
indices of 2.20 (Nb2O5) and 1.45 (SiO2) would be sufficient 
to meet the 810- to 1010-nm bandwidth with relatively low 
dispersion effects. Using a high-index material with a refrac-
tive index of less than 2.20 would require a greater angle of 
incidence with a corresponding larger substrate or a more-
complex design to broaden the reflectivity while controlling 
the dispersion properties, typically resulting in higher electric-
field intensities and an associated reduction in damage thresh-
olds. To provide broader bandwidths, p-polarized reflectors, 
and lower-incidence angles, more-complex dielectric coatings 
with potentially higher GD, GDD, and electric-field intensity 
may be considered, or it will become necessary to use coatings 
based on a metal reflector.

Coating deposition for the all-dielectric coatings was per-
formed at a substrate temperature of 120°C to stabilize the 
deposition temperature in the presence of heating from the 
electron-beam guns and plasma source. Niobia and hafnia were 
deposited at a deposition rate of 0.12 nm/s, silica at 0.4 nm/s, 
and alumina at 0.2 nm/s. Metal coatings were deposited at 
ambient temperature, with the only substrate heating resulting 
from the deposition and plasma sources. Copper was deposited 
at 1 nm/s, while silver was deposited as quickly as possible 
for maximum reflectance without ejection of defects from the 
source, which was determined to be +1.8 nm/s. 

The positions of the electron-beam guns and planetary rota-
tion geometry were configured for uniform deposition over the 
substrate aperture without the use of uniformity masks; the 
goal was to limit phase discontinuities in the coating result-
ing from disruptions in the vapor plume caused by uniformity 
masking.30,34 A custom planetary rotation was designed and 
fabricated with three 13-in. planets alternating with three 
4-in. planets designed for through-planet optical monitoring 
as shown in Fig. 136.11. All components were fabricated with 
precise manufacturing tolerances to ensure minimal thickness 
errors from differences in planet height or angular tilt with 
respect to the planet axis of rotation. The smaller-diameter rota-
tion system makes higher revolution speeds possible, ensuring 
greater averaging of the deposition and a more-uniform coating. 
Comparable performance could also be achieved by reducing 
the deposition rate of the dielectric materials if it became 
necessary to coat larger substrates that could not practically 
be rotated at such high speeds.
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Figure 136.10
(a) Dependence of a high-reflector stack width on nH, assuming nL = 1.45, 
for normal and 45°-incidence use. (b) Theoretical width of an s-polarized 
reflector at 45° incidence is significantly broader for a niobia/silica coating 
than for a hafnia/silica coating. Using the reflector in s-polarization at high 
incidence angles broadens the reflectance band, while using p-polarization 
narrows the usable spectral bandwidth.
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Coating designs of alternating niobia and silica layers 
were selected to flatten GDD, minimize the standing-wave 
electric-field intensity, and achieve a compromise between 
the two goals. The influence of film nonuniformity was also 
evaluated by theoretically propagating a pulse through a system 

containing 25 identical mirrors with 1% uniformity errors. 
The theoretical performance of the coating designs is shown 
in Figs. 136.12(a)–136.12(c). Adjustments to the stretcher/
compressor angles and distances provide for up to third-order 
phase-error compensation; consequently, coating designs that 

Figure 136.11
(a) Design of a precision planetary rotation system 
for high-speed rotation of substrates up to 310 mm in 
diameter, as well as the (b) fabricated rotation installed 
in a 54-in. coating diameter. Substrate planets alternate 
with 100-mm planets, making through-planet optical 
monitoring possible. System geometry is configured 
for uniform deposition over the substrate aperture 
without the use of shadow masks.

Figure 136.12
Theoretical reflectance, group-delay dispersion, and standing-wave electric-field intensity within the coating structure for HR1–HR4. Note that HR1–HR3 are 
for s-polarization, while HR4 is for p-polarized usage. Reflectance bandwidth is indicated for R > 99.5%.
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provide a phase-on reflection that closely fits a third-order poly-
nomial are preferred to designs with less dispersion containing 
higher-order phase terms.21

While the all-dielectric design meets the specifications for 
an s-polarized reflector, a p-polarized reflector is also required. 
No low-GDD, all-dielectric design has been identified that is 
expected to maintain high laser-damage thresholds, owing 
to the enhanced electric-field intensities within the coating 
structure required for dispersion control. Instead, an enhanced 
silver coating was developed, as shown in Fig. 136.12(d). A 
copper underlayer was incorporated between the substrate 
and the silver layer to improve environmental durability; the 
dielectric enhancement layers consist of alumina (adhesion 
to the silver), niobia/silica (maximum Dn for reflectivity and 
spectral bandwidth), and hafnia (laser-damage resistance in the 
highest electric-field intensity).35 The design for this coating 
can be expressed as

 substrate Cu Ag A NS H air,3_ i  (4)

where A, N, S, and H represent nominally one quarter-wave 
optical thickness of alumina, niobia, silica, and hafnia, 
respectively, and the superscript “3” denotes a repetition of 
the included layers. The theoretical performance of such a 
coating meets reflectivity and dispersion requirements, with 
laser-damage thresholds remaining as the primary concern. 
For comparison, a protected silver mirror with a nominal 
half-wave optical thickness of alumina as well as an enhanced 
silver mirror with two hafnia/silica pairs of enhancement layers 
were also deposited.

These coatings are being developed for use with a 15-fs 
pulse having a spectral bandwidth of 810 to 1010 nm; however, 
a laser-damage test facility with this capability has not been 
identified. As a result, laser-damage thresholds have been 
evaluated with a number of different systems, with different 
center wavelengths, temporal pulse lengths, use environment, 
and evaluation criteria. The primary testing for femtosecond-
coating performance was performed by Lidaris (formerly 
VULRC, Vilnius University) with an 800-nm laser and a 59-fs 
pulse. Damage testing was also performed at LLE by systems 
at 1053 nm with 1-ns, 10-ps, and 0.6-ps pulse durations, with 
testing at the nanosecond- and picosecond-pulse durations 
in accordance with the protocols described by Papernov and 
Howard, respectively.36,37 In all cases, coating designs were 
adjusted from a nominal 910-nm center wavelength to center 
the coating performance at the wavelength being tested. All 
laser-damage thresholds are reported as the fluence of the inci-

dent beam; i.e., as the coating surface is adjusted to a greater 
angle of incidence relative to the incident laser, the beam 
fluence remains constant while the fluence on the surface is 
decreased by the cosine of the angle of incidence.

Accurate dispersion measurement was also not available 
at LLE. Sample coatings were evaluated with a beta version 
of a KMLabs Chromatis white-light interferometer for char-
acterizing GDD. Measurements were compared to expected 
theoretical performance using this system, and further char-
acterization will be pursued as possible. Initial results showed 
that HR2 and HR3 performed consistent with the theoretical 
GDD shown in Fig. 136.12, with an estimated measurement 
accuracy of !10 fs2. 

Results
Source positions for niobium and silicon dioxide were 

optimized individually to provide uniform deposition over 
the substrate aperture by adjusting the radial distance from 
the chamber center and the source height, with multilayer 
uniformity evaluated based on the performance of a modified 
Grezes–Besset stack as described by Baumeister.38 Optimal 
source positions were found to be 520 mm from center for nio-
bium with a source-to-substrate distance of 606 mm, while the 
silica source was located 509 mm from chamber center with a 
source-to-substrate distance of 584 mm. The slight difference 
in optimal source position can be attributed to differences in the 
vapor plume shape of the two materials, as well as the extended 
size of the silica source relative to the small spot evaporation 
of the niobium. The multilayer thickness uniformity based on 
measurements of five samples distributed over a 254-mm aper-
ture was determined to be !0.04% by characterizing a best fit 
of the spectral data in OptiRE shown in Fig. 136.13 (Ref. 39). 
The uniformity was found to be sensitive to changes in source 
height of the order of 1 to 2 mm, requiring significant care in 
the loading of sources particularly for silicon dioxide granules, 
which were +3 mm in size.

Samples of HR1–HR4 as described in Fig. 136.12 were 
deposited on 50.8-mm-diam fused-silica substrates. Analysis 
of the coating performance included simulations of the effects 
of the coating on a theoretical system containing 25 mirrors, 
assuming second- and third-order dispersion effects could be 
compensated by tuning the stretcher/compressor combination. 
Figure 136.14 shows the impact on the temporal pulse shape 
assuming a system of 25 identical mirrors for each of the 
coating designs. HR2 has a moderate amplitude with a low-
order dispersion that can be compensated through stretcher/
compressor adjustments.
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Laser-damage testing by Lidaris at 59 fs required deposited 
coatings that were spectrally centered at an 800-nm wavelength 
to align with the test capability. The nominal S:1 laser-damage 
thresholds (beam fluence) of HR1, HR2, and HR3 were mea-
sured to be 1.64 J/cm2, 1.16 J/cm2, and 0.12 J/cm2, respectively, 

indicating a strong correlation with the maximum electric-field 
intensity in the niobia layers, as shown in Fig. 136.15. Based 
on the work of Mero et al., it is expected that use with a 15-fs 
pulse will result in a reduction of the damage threshold of 
approximately 1/3, using a x0.3 scaling law.40

Figure 136.13
Measured thin-film uniformity over a 254-mm aperture based on system geometry. (a) Overlay of the spectral transmittance shows a negligible variation in 
coating performance among the samples. (b) Curve fitting and normalization of film thickness indicate film nonuniformity is of the order of !0.04%. Thick-
ness variations are slowly varying, with minimal phase errors since the film deposition is continuous with no shadow masks between the source and substrate.
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The laser-damage threshold of the enhanced silver coat-
ing HR4 is also shown in Fig. 136.15, with its performance at 
0.69 J/cm2 remaining consistent with that of HR1–HR3 based 
on the electric-field intensity in the outer high-index layers. 
Note that the damage threshold of HR4 is higher than expected 
[above the dashed line in Fig. 136.15(b)] based on the electric-
field intensity in the outermost layer, which is hafnia, but this 
would correspond to the larger bandgap of hafnia relative to 
that of niobia in HR1–HR3, in agreement with the findings of 
Mangote et al.20
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(a) Laser-damage thresholds (LDT’s) of HR1–HR4 as tested by Lidaris using 
a 59-fs pulse with a center wavelength of 800 nm. (b) The performance of 
each coating is consistent with its relative electric-field intensity in the air-
side high-index layer, indicating the damage is driven by the low electronic 
bandgap of the high-index material. Manipulation of the relative intensity of 
the electric field provides higher damage thresholds in HR1 and HR2.

Based on the performance of HR4 as a p-polarized reflector 
and the inherent broad reflectance and low GDD, two additional 
silver-based coatings were evaluated. Evaporated Cu/Ag metal-
lic coatings were overcoated with a half-wave optical thickness 
of alumina (substrate/Cu Ag 2A/air) as well as enhanced with 
two dielectric pairs of layers (substrate/Cu Ag AHSH/air), 

where A, H, and S are as defined previously. As the number of 
layer pairs in the dielectric overcoat is reduced, the reflectivity, 
in general, is decreased but the GDD is improved, approach-
ing 0 fs2 for a layer of bare silver. As shown in Fig. 136.16, 
the laser-damage performance of the silver mirrors remains 
similar, with HR4 shown to have the lowest average damage 
threshold of the three mirror designs. As additional dielectric 
enhancement layers are added, the electric-field intensity at the 
silver layer is reduced, with an expected improvement in laser-
damage threshold; since the hafnia-overcoated metal mirrors 
consistently have the highest laser-damage threshold, it appears 
the damage threshold remains a function of the bandgap of the 
high-index dielectric layer and not the metallic layers beneath.
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Laser-damage thresholds of silver-based mirrors as tested by Lidaris using 
a 59-fs pulse with a center wavelength of 800 nm. Damage thresholds for 
s-polarization remain consistently higher than those for p-polarization.

This work is intended for use over large apertures, with 
initial coating requirements for a 254-mm aperture, and ulti-
mate potential needs of the order of a 1-m aperture. Based 
on the results above concerning temporal pulse shape and 
laser-damage threshold, HR2 was selected for demonstration 
on a larger-aperture substrate. The coating was deposited on 
a 310-mm-diam by 14-mm-thick fused-silica substrate, with a 
surface deviation of less than m/10 from flat. The primary con-
cerns for scale-up include spatial irregularities in the reflected 
phase leading to variations in GDD and surface flatness, with 
minimal variation in reflectivity assured, given the measured 
film-thickness nonuniformity. The HR2 coating was deposited 
and the reflected wavefront performance was measured on an 
18-in. phase-shifting Zygo interferometer operating at 1064 nm. 
The wavefront performance is shown in Fig. 136.17.

The optical power of 1.76 waves at 1064 nm, as measured in 
Fig. 136.17(b), corresponds to a thin-film stress of the order of 
150 MPa based on Stoney’s equation. A flatter coated surface 
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may be realized by increasing the substrate thickness or depos-
iting a compensating coating on the rear surface of the optic. As 
shown in Fig. 136.17(c), removing the stress-induced power and 
astigmatism from the wavefront map leads to a wavefront error 
indistinguishable from the noise of the interferometer resolu-
tion, with no discernible pattern indicative of spatial phase error 
from the substrate rotation, shadows, or other irregularities in 
the coating process. This shows that the deposition process 
provides a smooth optical phase-on reflection suitable for use 
with femtosecond optical pulses.

Future Work
Development of improved high-reflector coating designs is 

continuing, based on minimizing the electric-field intensity in 
high-refractive-index layers, maximizing the electronic band-
gap of all coating materials in regions of high electric-field 
intensity, and controlling GDD as possible with metallic layers. 
Magnetron sputtering of metallic coatings will be evaluated as a 
means of limiting film defects for silver and copper deposition.

Remaining optical-coating challenges to be demonstrated 
for construction of the MTW-OPAL laser include a beam 
combiner/separator for the pump and signal beams as they 
enter and exit the nonlinear crystals for amplification of the 
signal pulse. To minimize the impact on GDD, a configuration 
transmitting the signal and reflecting the 527-nm pump laser 
has been selected for this dichroic filter. Operating at Brewster’s 
angle for a p-polarized signal beam and an s-polarized pump 
beam eliminates the need for a second-surface antireflection 
coating. In addition, a filter is also required to reject the idler 
beam (1100 to 1505 nm) resulting from the parametric ampli-
fication process. Since the signal must again be propagated 
without negatively impacting the spectral phase, a transmissive 
coating design was selected for this application, with the idler 
being reflected at 56° incidence in s-polarization, in order to 
provide a sufficiently broad spectral width of the reflectance 

band and to reject the full spectrum of the idler beam. Mea-
sured performance of current demonstrations of these coatings 
is shown in Fig. 136.18, with both coating designs having a 

Figure 136.18
(a) Filters for the pump–signal combiner/separator and (b) removal of the 
idler from the co-propagating signal beam. Performance of both filter types 
has been successfully demonstrated for small apertures.

Figure 136.17
(a) The deposition process was demonstrated on a 310-mm-diam substrate, with (b) the flatness of the coated substrate in +150 MPa of thin-film stress. (c) Removal 
of the stress-induced surface deformation results in a remaining spatial phase error of a random speckle pattern below the resolution of the interferometer.
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negligible impact on the theoretical GDD of the signal beam 
in transmission. 

A final challenge is the deposition of a reflective coating for 
the final focusing optic. As the pulse is focused onto target, the 
beam will be full fluence with a compressed, 15-fs pulse. Dis-
persion and nonlinear refractive index of optical glasses neces-
sitates the use of a reflective focusing optic, although a radially 
dependent GD and GDD resulting from coating nonuniformity 
over the curved substrate surface may lead to broadening of 
the temporal pulse at the focus if a dielectric interference coat-
ing is used. Metallic coatings may not possess a sufficiently 
high laser-damage threshold for the highest-fluence region of 
the optical system. At this time, modifying the radial source 
position within the overall system geometry is being pursued 
to match the coating-thickness distribution over the curvature 
of the substrate surface. Current models indicate adjustments 
in source position relative to chamber center are sufficient to 
compensate expected film nonuniformity caused by substrate 
curvature. This will be pursued further once an optical system 
design has been completed for MTW-OPAL, specifying the 
dimensions and curvature of the final focusing optic.

Conclusions
A process for producing plasma-assisted evaporated coat-

ings with high reflectivity, high laser-damage thresholds, and 
controlled dispersion over large apertures has been developed. 
Demonstrated performance of an all-dielectric solution for 
a 45°-incidence, s-polarized reflector over a range of 810 to 
1010 nm includes R > 99.5%, a laser-damage threshold of 
>1.1 J/cm2 (coating design shifted to be centered at 800 nm and 
tested with a 59-fs pulse), and a low-order (correctable) GDD 
< 50 fs2. It has been shown that laser-damage performance 
depends on the maximum electric-field intensity in the high-
refractive-index layers, with improved performance for larger-
bandgap high-index materials, such as hafnia. Film-thickness 
nonuniformity is less than 0.1% over a 254-mm aperture, with 
spatial phase errors remaining well controlled, successfully 
limiting the spatial-dependent mirror dispersion. Such a coating 
is suitable for the propagation of 15-fs pulses with negligible 
degradation of the transform-limited pulse shape, based on 
temporal modeling with stretcher/compressor compensation.

Near-normal incidence and 45°-incidence, p-polarized 
reflectors have been demonstrated using protected and 
enhanced silver coatings. The dispersion performance of an 
enhanced silver coating is much better than that of the all-
dielectric solution, with comparable reflectivity; while p-polar-
ized damage thresholds are lower, s-polarized performance of 

the metallic coatings is comparable or better than that shown 
by the all-dielectric films. The performance achieved is readily 
scaled from the 254-mm aperture demonstrated to larger optics, 
using plasma-assisted evaporation coating systems.
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